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Purpose of the presentation

• To hear what you have to say and answer your questions;

• To keep you updated on marine conservation initiatives for 

the Estuary and Gulf of St. Lawrence. 



Presentation Outline

St. Lawrence Estuary

• Areas under study

• Current initiatives

• Next Steps

Gulf of St. Lawrence

• Areas under study

• Current initiatives

• Next Steps



St. Lawrence Estuary
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Background

► 1998: St. Lawrence Estuary identified as an area of 

interest for the creation of an Oceans Act MPA.

► Project supported by a large number of scientific 

publications that demonstrate the ecological 

value of the St. Lawrence Estuary for several 

marine species.

St. Lawrence Estuary Areas under study

► In 2017-2018, the project became a joint Canada-Quebec project. 
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Conservation objectives

St. Lawrence Estuary Areas under study 

To protect marine mammals at risk, their prey and habitats, as well as fish species in a 

precarious situation and their habitats:

• Marine mammals at risk: beluga whale (endemic population), blue whale and fin whale;

• Prey species of marine mammals at risk: krill, Atlantic herring, capelin, rainbow smelt and sand 

lance;

• Fish in a precarious situation: striped bass, American Shad, lake sturgeon and Atlantic 

sturgeon.
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Project presented in 2019

St. Lawrence Estuary Areas under study

Seven areas under study with 

specific conservation priorities.

5142 km² or 0.09% of 

Canada’s coastal and marine 

areas (a small area with high 

ecological value).
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Activities to be evaluated Canadian standards

Shipping

Recreational boating

Commercial tourism

activities

Coastal development

Fishing activities

Scientific activities

Oil and gas activities 

Bottom trawling

Mining operations

Dumping

© Anne-Josée Hébert

St. Lawrence Estuary Areas under study
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Current conservation initiatives

Recovery strategy for species at risk

➢ Species at Risk Act (SARA)

▪ Beluga whale (endangered)

▪ Blue whale (endangered)

▪ Fin whale (special concern) 

➢ Based on the stage at which these species are within the SARA cycle, 
recovery documents have been developed or are in progress (recovery 
strategy, action and management plans, implementation report).

➢ Implementation of a recovery strategy for species at risk is based on 
priorities outlined in published recovery documents. 
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Current conservation initiatives

Example of current measures

➢ Since 2013, several measures put in place in the Saguenay Fjord and the St. Lawrence 
Estuary, such as speed reduction and transit route diversion, have resulted in positive noise 
reduction. 

➢ In 2018, the Marine Mammal Regulations were amended to extend the approach distance to 
400 metres between a vessel and threatened or endangered species (e.g. beluga whales and 
blue whales) in the estuary. 

Four voluntary measures to reduce the risk of 

collisions with whales and minimize the 

impact of noise on belugas. 

Measures in effect from May 1 to October 31.

Canadian Coast Guard (Notices to Mariners

publications). 
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Current conservation initiatives

Example of scientific studies

➢ Beluga carcass necropsy program (Centre québécois sur la santé des animaux sauvages) – Since 
1982.

➢ Studies on feeding, migration and reproduction activities of large whales (fin and blue whales).

➢ Modelling to update beluga population size and trends within the estuary.

➢ Studies on the beluga population’s physical health and diet within estuary.

➢ Five-year research program to assess the potential impacts of underwater sound on belugas in the 
St. Lawrence Estuary.
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Current conservation initiatives

Example of awareness activities

➢ Awareness campaign aimed at recreational boaters on how to behave in 
the presence of beluga – Since 2015.

➢Summer patrols to raise awareness of the Marine Mammal Regulations and 
the protection of marine mammals at risk.

➢A species-at-risk awareness project underway for the commercial fishing 
industry.

➢Production of an awareness booklet for children about the St. Lawrence 
beluga whale.

➢Development of an awareness tool for cruise lines to help assess distances 
when on the water between a vessel and a whale.
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Current conservation initiatives

Examples of contribution agreements

➢ Group for Research and Education on Marine Mammals (GREMM): 
improves knowledge of beluga health status within the population’s 
critical habitat in the St. Lawrence Estuary. 

➢ Mingan Island Cetacean Study (MICS): describes the summer 
frequentation of blue and fin whales in an area off Matane and Les 
Méchins, in the St. Lawrence Estuary.

➢ Marine Mammal Observation Network (MMON): documents marine 
observation activities and the presence of marine mammals in the St. 
Lawrence Estuary and Gaspé Peninsula.
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Next Steps

➢ Strengthen protection with a marine protected area status, i.e. Oceans Act Marine Protected 
Area status, remains one of DFO’s objectives:

▪ Initiate dialogue

Information ConsultationEngagement 

Conservation areas and priorities are 

presented to First Nations and 

stakeholders concerned.

Conservation measures are 

developed and discussed with First 

Nations and stakeholders concerned.

Consultations with First Nations and  

concerned stakeholders are held for

projects including the proposed 

conservation measures.



Gulf of St. Lawrence
15
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Protection of cold-water corals and sponges

►A slow-growing sessile benthic species, making them 

vulnerable to disturbances.

►Provide habitats for other marine organisms (shelter, resting, 

feeding and breeding areas).

►Play a vital ecological role in safeguarding diverse and 

healthy aquatic ecosystems.

Conservation objectives

Northern Gulf of St. Lawrence areas under study 
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►8 of the 11 marine refuge areas designated 

by DFO in 2017 are closed to all bottom-

contact fishing gear.

►7,089 km² or 0.12% of Canada’s coastal 

and marine areas.

Project presented in 2019 

Northern Gulf of St. Lawrence areas under study
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Activities currently prohibited in marine refuges

Fishing activites with any gear touching the bottom:

Ø Bottom and semi-pelagic trawl

Ø Dredge

Ø Bottom seine

Ø Traps

Ø Bottom longline

Ø Gillnet

Northern Gulf of St. Lawrence areas under study
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Activities to be evaluated

Scientific activities

Oil and gas activities 

Bottom trawling

Mining operations

Dumping

Ship anchorage

Installation/maintenance of 

structures touching the bottom

Prohibitions according to 

Canadian standards

Northern Gulf of St. Lawrence areas under study
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Current conservation initiatives

Example of scientific activities

➢ Several projects carried out by the DFO Science Team

▪ Jacques-Cartier mission using a benthic sled and a drop 
camera
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Current conservation initiatives

Example of awareness activities

➢ A project is being developed to raise awareness about marine 
refuges, mainly in the form of an exhibition.

➢ The video: Corals and Sponges in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

Examples of contribution agreements

➢ Dalhousie University and Université Laval are collaborating with the 
DFO to characterize the areas (early 2022).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bBBWv6xWpcM
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Next Steps

➢ Marine refuge management: 

▪ Scientific monitoring plan

▪ Compliance monitoring plan

➢ Strengthen protection with Marine Protected Area status, i.e. Oceans Act MPA status, 
remains one of DFO’s objectives

▪ Initiate dialogue

Information ConsultationEngagement

Conservation areas and priorities are 

presented to First Nations and 

stakeholders concerned.

Conservation measures are 

developed and discussed with First 

Nations and stakeholders concerned.

Consultations with First Nations and  

concerned stakeholders are held for 

projects including the proposed 

conservation measures.



Discussion period

The DFO wants to increase collaboration with First Nations and partners to 
conserve the marine environment, especially for protected areas. 

• To First Nations, is the DFO’s current approach and protective actions 
adequate and well balanced? 

• Where would First Nations like the DFO to become more involved? 

• What role would First Nations like to play in these activities? 


